When Morgan Meyer Needed Help, He Turned to: Rudy Giuliani?
To escape a Republican Primary opponent, Meyer sold out to extremists
and turned to Giuliani.
Morgan Meyer is on board with Donald Trump’s Republican Party in a continuation of a
cynical, self-serving political survival plan. Years ago, Meyer escaped a Republican
primary by turning to the Tea Party-- calling for an end to the Affordable Care Act,
touting school vouchers, promoting off the wall Trump-like ideas, and touting the
support of Trump’s crooked personal attorney, Rudy Giuliani. Trading in basic decency
for the backing of Giuliani was enough to get Meyer over the finish line.
In Austin, Meyer has toed the party line on vote after vote while far-right special
interests and loyal Trump donors have lined up to support Meyer's efforts.
● Attacks on Texas Women: Meyer has opposed measures to protect access
Texas women healthcare, even voting to block access to reproductive healthcare
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for victims of rape, incest and when the life of the mother is in danger.
● Special interest donors over Dallas Families: Meyer has made sticking up for
special interests his priority. Meyer has put the interests of the insurance industry
over the needs of Dallas area families whose homes have been damaged as a
result of tornadoes, hail and other weather. In return for making it easier for
insurance companies to skip out of paying policy holders, the industry has
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donated nearly $100,000 to Meyer’s campaign.
● Dismantling Affordable Healthcare: Morgan Meyer supports repeal of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) that provides protections for Texans with pre-existing
conditions so they can access quality, affordable healthcare and prescription
drugs. While working to dismantle the ACA, Meyer has also stood with
Trump-Republicans in the Texas Legislature to block the expansion of healthcare
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which would guarantee care for over 1 million Texans.
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